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and homologs of these factors have also been discov-
ered in C. elegans and mammalian cells (Pulak and An-
derson, 1993; Perlick et al., 1996; Applequist et al., 1997).
Recent results demonstrate that the NMD pathway
degrades not only nonsense-containing transcripts but
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also a number of different mRNA substrates. These sub-675 Hoes Lane
strates include nonsense and frameshift transcriptsPiscataway, New Jersey 08854
(Losson and Lacroute, 1979; Leeds et al., 1991, 1992;
Peltz et al., 1993), inefficiently spliced intron-containing
RNAs that escape to the cytoplasm (He et al., 1993),Summary
mRNAs that are subject to leaky scanning (Welch and
Jacobson, 1999), transcripts with extended 39-UTRsThe nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) pathway
(Muhlrad and Parker, 1999), and transcripts harboringfunctions to degrade transcripts containing nonsense
mutations that insert uORFs or translation initiation co-codons. Transcripts containing mutations that insert
dons 59 of the major protein coding region (Pinto et al.,an upstream open reading frame (uORF) in the 59-
1992; Cui et al., 1995; Oliveira and McCarthy, 1995; YunUTR are degraded through NMD. However, several
and Sherman, 1995).naturally occurring uORF-containing transcripts are
Numerous studies described the role of uORFs in con-resistant to NMD. Here we demonstrate that the GCN4
trolling translation of the downstream cistron in theand YAP1 mRNAs, which contain uORFs, harbor a sta-
mRNA (reviewed in Geballe, 1996). However, little isbilizer element (STE) that prevents rapid NMD by inter-
known about their potential role in controlling mRNAacting with the RNA binding protein Pub1. Conversely,
decay. Although transcripts containing uORFs as a re-a uORF-containing mRNA that lacks an STE, such as
sult of mutations are sensitive to NMD, no wild-typeCPA1, is degraded by the NMD pathway. These results
uORF-containing transcript has yet been shown to beindicate that uORFs can play a pivotal role regulating
degraded through this pathway. In fact, mRNAs thatboth translation and turnover and that the Pub1p is a
contain uORFs, like GCN4 or YAP1, are resistant to NMDcritical factor that modulates the stability of uORF-
(Ruiz-EchevarrõÂa et al., 1998; Vilela et al., 1998) becausecontaining transcripts.
they contain specific sequences, called ªstabilizer ele-
mentsº (STEs), that inactivate the NMD pathway. WeIntroduction
have shown that the GCN4 transcript contains an STE
in the 59-UTR (Ruiz-EchevarrõÂa et al., 1998). The GCN4mRNA degradation is a regulated process that provides
gene encodes a transcriptional activator of amino acidan effective way for controlling gene expression. Under-
biosynthetic genes and its mRNA contains four short
standing how a specific mRNA is degraded requires
uORFs preceding the GCN4 coding region that modulate
characterization of the cis-acting elements and trans-
translation of the GCN4 protein (Figure 1A; reviewed in
acting factors that regulate its turnover and the interplay Hinnebusch, 1996). The GCN4-STE is located between
between them. One way to modulate this interplay is uORF4 and the GCN4 protein coding region (Figure 1A).
via coupling mRNA turnover and translation. Deletion of the STE makes the GCN4 mRNA susceptible
A paradigm for the relationship between mRNA turn- to NMD. The GCN4-STE can function to prevent NMD
over and translation is the degradation of mRNAs con- when inserted in heterologous transcripts 39 of a non-
taining nonsense mutations within the protein coding sense codon (Ruiz-EchevarrõÂa et al., 1998).
region (reviewed in Jacobson and Peltz, 1996). These Based on these observations, we hypothesized that:
aberrant mRNAs are degraded via NMD, preventing the (1) other uORF-containing transcripts that are resistant
synthesis of truncated proteins. The NMD pathway has to NMD should harbor STEs; (2) specific factors bind
been extensively investigated in Saccharomyces cere- the STE and regulate the activity of the NMD pathway;
visiae (reviewed in Czaplinski et al., 1999; Hilleren and and (3) natural mRNAs containing uORFs but lacking an
Parker, 1999; Ruiz-EchevarrõÂa et al., 1996). Studies on STE should be susceptible to NMD. In this report, we
the cis-acting elements involved in NMD indicate that describe the identification and characterization of a sta-
the signal to promote rapid mRNA decay is a bipartite bilizer element (Y-STE), in the leader region of the YAP1
element consisting of a nonsense codon and a specific transcript. The YAP1 gene encodes a transcriptional
sequence located 39 of it, called the downstream se- activator involved in the cellular response to stress con-
quence element (DSE; Peltz et al., 1993; Zhang et al., ditions (Schnell and Entian, 1991; Hirata et al., 1994;
1995). Several factors essential for the activity of the Kuge and Jones, 1994). Its mRNA contains a uORF pre-
NMD pathway have also been identified (Leeds et al., ceding the protein coding region, and it was previously
1991, 1992; Cui et al., 1995; He and Jacobson, 1995; shown to be resistant to NMD (Vilela et al., 1998). We
Lee and Culbertson, 1995; GonzaÂ lez et al., 2000). In show that the Y-STE is located between the uORF and
particular, the Upfps have been extensively analyzed the YAP1 coding region and can block the activity of
the NMD pathway. Furthermore, we have identified
Pub1p as the factor that interacts with the Y-STE. STE-³ Corresponding authors (e-mail: ruizeche@umdnj.edu [M. J. R.-E.],
peltz@umdnj.edu [S. W. P.]). containing transcripts are destabilized in a pub1D strain.
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Figure 1. The Yap1 Transcript Contains a
Functional Stabilizer Element
(A) Schematic representation of the GCN4
(open boxes) and the YAP1 (striped boxes)
genes. The sequence of the GCN4-STE and
the Y-STE are shown in detail. (B) Schematic
diagram of the chimeric constructs. A GCN4
leader region was used. The Xs represent
point mutations that inactivate the AUG co-
dons of uORF1, uORF2, and uORF3. The gray
and black boxes represent the DSE and 39-
UTR from the PGK1 gene (containing the tran-
scription termination and polyadenylation
signals), respectively. In construct 1A the
DSE is immediately after uORF4. Construct
1B harbors the stabilizer element from the
GCN4 transcript (G-STE, white rectangle) be-
tween uORF4 and the DSE. In construct 1C,
the stabilizer sequence from the YAP1 tran-
script (Y-STE, striped rectangle) was inserted
between uORF4 and the DSE. mRNA decay
rates of these alleles were determined in ei-
ther the RY262 (UPF11) or RY2622 (upf1)
strain. The RNA blots for these experiments
are shown below the schematic representa-
tions of the hybrid alleles.
The Pub1p represents one of the major cellular poly- codon of the coding region. The YAP1 transcript con-
tains a uORF and is resistant to the NMD pathway (Vilelaadenylated RNA binding proteins whose role in RNA
metabolism has not previously been defined. Our results et al., 1998). Similar to the GCN4 mRNA, the YAP1 tran-
script contains an AU-rich sequence between the uORFdemonstrate that Pub1p plays an important biological
role in controlling the activity of the NMD pathway. and the YAP1 coding region (Figure 1A) that could func-
tion as an STE. This possibility was analyzed using threeFinally, we show that the CPA1 mRNA, another tran-
script containing a natural uORF, is sensitive to degra- chimeric constructs (Figure 1B). In construct 1A, the
uORF4 from GCN4 is immediately followed by a DSEdation through NMD. This is an example of a natural
uORF containing mRNA that is regulated by the NMD from the PGK1 transcript. The transcript encoded by
this allele is susceptible to NMD (Ruiz-EchevarrõÂa et al.,pathway.
1998). Construct 1B contains the GCN4-STE between
the uORF4 and the DSE of construct 1A. This transcriptResults
is resistant to the NMD pathway (Ruiz-EchevarrõÂa et al.,
1998). In construct 1C, the 68 nt region from YAP1 con-The YAP1 Transcript Contains a Functional
Stabilizer Element taining the putative stabilizer sequence was inserted
between uORF4 and the DSE of construct 1A. ThesePrevious results indicated that the STE in the GCN4
mRNA is located in the leader sequence of the transcript three constructs were transferred to yeast centromeric
plasmids and transformed into isogenic UPF11 andbetween a uORF and the GCN4 coding region. The
GCN4-STE blocks the NMD pathway and can function upf1D strains harboring the rpb1-1 temperature-sensi-
tive allele of the RNA polymerase II (Nonet et al., 1987).when inserted in heterologous transcripts 39 of a non-
sense codon (Ruiz-EchevarrõÂa et al., 1998). Based on mRNA decay rates were determined by Northern blot
analysis. As expected, the transcript lacking an STEthis data, we searched for sequences in other yeast
transcripts that could also inactivate NMD. We hypothe- sequence was degraded rapidly in a UPF11 strain but
stabilized 4-fold in a upf1D strain, indicating that it issized that STEs could be localized in uORF-containing
transcripts, between the uORF stop codon and the start susceptible to NMD (Figure 1B, construct 1A). Insertion
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of the GCN4-STE stabilized the mRNA, rendering it in-
sensitive to NMD (Figure 1B, construct 1B). Interestingly,
the transcript containing the YAP1 sequence was also
stabilized (t1/2 < 12 min) and its decay rate did not change
in UPF11 or upf1D strains (Figure 1B, construct 1C). This
indicates that the sequence between the YAP1 uORF
and the main coding region can also function as a stabil-
ity element to block NMD. We refer to this sequence as
the Y-STE. Therefore, analogous to the GCN4 mRNA,
the YAP1 transcript is resistant to NMD likely as a conse-
quence of the presence of a stabilizer element.
A Sequence-Specific mRNP Containing an z60 kDa
Protein Is Formed on the Y-STE
We determined whether cellular proteins bind specifi-
cally to the Y-STE using an electrophoretic mobility gel
shift assay (EMSA; Figure 2A). A uniformly labeled 68 nt
RNA harboring the Y-STE sequence was incubated with
yeast cell extracts. The RNA-protein complexes were
then UV-crosslinked, digested by RNase A and T1 and/
or proteinase K and analyzed in a nondenaturing poly-
acrylamide gel (Figure 2A). The results of this analysis
indicated that addition of increasing amounts of protein
extract resulted in the appearance of a slower migrating
band (Figure 2A, lanes 4±6). This complex is detected
after treatment with a vast excess of RNases A and T1
(Figure 2A, lanes 7±9). Formation of this band is inhibited
by the addition of proteinase K (lanes 1 and 3), further
suggesting the presence of a protein component in the
complex. The complex is specific for the Y-STE RNA as
it fails to assemble on an RNA complementary to the
Y-STE RNA (data not shown). These results demonstrate
that the Y-STE RNA is able to interact with cellular pro-
teins and form an RNP complex (YSTE complex).
To identify the size of the protein(s) binding to the
Figure 2. The Y-STE Forms a Complex with a 60 kDa Protein
Y-STE, a uniformly labeled Y-STE RNA was incubated
(A) Formation of an mRNP on the Y-STE. RNP complex formation
with yeast cell extracts followed by UV-crosslinking and was assayed by incubation of a labeled Y-STE RNA with yeast
electrophoresis on SDS-PAGE (Figure 2B). This analysis extract followed by UV-crosslinking and nondenaturing PAGE. An
identified a major protein band with an apparent molecu- RNase resistant complex (YSTE-complex, lanes 7±9) was detected
upon addition of increasing amounts of extract (lanes 4±9) and itslar mass of z60 kDa (Figure 2B, lane 2). Treatment of
position is indicated on the left. Formation of the complex wasthe binding reactions with proteinase K prevents forma-
completely abolished by incubation with proteinase K (lane 3). Thetion of the YSTE complex (Figure 2B, lanes 3 and 4).
position of the free RNA probe is indicated (Free RNA). (B) Identifica-
Omission of the RNase treatment after UV-crosslinking tion of a 60 kDa protein±RNA complex formed by incubation of the
results in the appearance of a higher mobility complex labeled Y-STE RNA with the yeast extract followed by UV-crosslink-
(Figure 2B, lane 1), which is most likely due to the contri- ing and SDS-PAGE. An RNase resistant 60 kDa complex is identified
(lane 2) that is fully eliminated by the addition of proteinase K tobution of sequences in the RNA that are not in contact
the reactions (lanes 3 and 4). In the absence of RNase treatmentwith the protein.
(lane 1), a higher mobility complex is formed, possibly due to the
presence of RNA sequences that are not directly in contact with
the protein. Molecular weight markers are shown in kDa on the right.The Pub1p Is Required for the Formation
of the YSTE Complex
Inspection of the yeast protein database yielded three
cytoplasmic RNA binding proteins with molecular The results indicated that formation of the YSTE com-
plex was not observed when the Y-STE RNA was incu-masses between 50 and 70 kDa: Pub1p, Pab1p, and
Ded1p. Supershift analysis using antibodies to each of bated with extract prepared from a pub1D strain (Figure
3A, lanes 3 and 4), but it was formed with extracts fromthese three proteins proved that only the Pub1p anti-
body supershifts the YSTE complex, suggesting the the wild-type isogenic strain (Figure 3A, lanes 1 and 2).
These results indicate that the Pub1p is necessary forpresence of Pub1p in this complex (data not shown).
Based on this result, we determined whether Pub1p is the formation of the YSTE complex.
Competition studies were performed to further char-required to form the YSTE complex. A uniformly labeled
Y-STE RNA was incubated with yeast cell extracts from acterize the sequence specificity of the YSTE complex
formation (Figure 3B). The ability of unlabeled Y-STEisogenic wild-type and pub1D strains and formation of
the YSTE complex was analyzed by EMSA (Figure 3A). RNA, and each of four homoribopolymers, to compete
Cell
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Figure 3. Pub1p Binds to the Y-STE RNA and
Is Specifically Competed by Poly(U)
(A) The YSTE complex does not form with
extracts obtained from a pub1D strain. RNP
complex formation was assayed by EMSA
after incubation of a labeled Y-STE RNA with
yeast extracts prepared from isogenic wild-
type (lanes 1±2) or pub1D (lanes 3±4) strains.
The position of the YSTE complex and free
RNA is indicated on the left. The asterisk indi-
cates the position of a nonspecific band. (B)
Sequence-specific competition for YSTE
complex formation. Unlabeled Y-STE RNA
(lanes 12±15) and the four homoribopolymers
(lanes 2±11, 16±18) were used as competitors
for YSTE complex formation. The unlabeled
Y-STE and poly(U) RNA selectively compete
formation of the YSTE complex. Note that the
addition of competitors cause the YSTE com-
plex to migrate as two bands of similar mobil-
ity. The reason for this effect is not known
but it does not affect the conclusions drawn
from the experiments. (C) Purified Pub1p in-
teracts with the Y-STE RNA. Different con-
centrations of bacterially expressed Pub1p
were incubated with labeled Y-STE RNA in
the absence (lanes 1±5) or the presence of
fixed amounts of yeast extracts prepared
from a PUB1 strain (lanes 6±10). Formation
of the YSTE complex was detected by nonde-
naturing PAGE. The migration of the YSTE
complex is indicated on the left. (D) Purified
Pub1p interacts with the STE RNA in extracts
lacking endogenous Pub1p. The experiment
described in (C) was performed using ex-
tracts from an isogenic pub1D strain.
with the Y-STE RNA for the formation of the YSTE com- fusion protein was expressed in E. coli, purified using
standard procedures and the GST moiety eliminatedplex was assayed. Labeled Y-STE RNA was incubated
by digestion with PreScission protease (Experimentalwith extracts from the wild-type strain in the presence
Procedures). The resulting Pub1p was used in bindingof increasing concentrations of the competitors and for-
assays with labeled Y-STE RNA (Figure 3C). Addition ofmation of the YSTE complex was monitored as de-
increasing concentrations of Pub1p resulted in forma-scribed above. A 10-fold excess of unlabeled Y-STE
tion of a complex (Figure 3C, lanes 1±5) with a mobilityRNA was sufficient to observe a reduction in the amount
similar to the YSTE complex formed by incubation ofof complex formed on the labeled Y-STE (Figure 3B,
the Y-STE RNA in wild-type yeast extracts (Figure 3C,lanes 12±15). Of the four homoribopolymers, only poly(U)
lanes 6±10). Although the YSTE complex was not formedselectively competes YSTE complex assembly (Figure
in extracts from a pub1D strain, it was formed when3B, lanes 2±5) while the others had no effect (Figure 3B,
purified Pub1p was added to extracts prepared fromlanes 6±11 and 16±18). A 10-fold excess poly(U) RNA
the pub1D strain (Figure 3D, lanes 1±5). The interactioncompletely blocked formation of this complex (Figure
of Pub1p with the Y-STE RNA was specific, since forma-3B, lane 3) indicating that poly(U) is a better competitor
tion of this complex was not observed when purifiedthan unlabeled Y-STE RNA. The sensitivity of YSTE com-
Hrp1p was used in these reactions (data not shown).plex formation to poly(U) competition was anticipated
These results suggested that Pub1p is the main compo-since the Y-STE is U-rich and Pub1p has previously
nent of the YSTE complex.been shown to have high affinity for poly(U) (Anderson
et al., 1993; Matunis et al., 1993).
Deletion of PUB1 Affects the Stability of mRNAs
Harboring an STE but Not of Other
Purified Pub1p Interacts with the Y-STE RNA Wild-Type Transcripts
To determine whether the Pub1p was the major compo- The results described argue that interaction of Pub1p
nent of the YSTE complex, we monitored the ability of with the Y-STE promotes stabilization of the YAP1 tran-
script. This hypothesis predicts that in the absence ofpurified Pub1p to bind to the Y-STE RNA. A GST-Pub1
Pub1p Is Involved in mRNA Stability
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Figure 4. In Vivo Deletion of PUB1 Affects the Stability of mRNAs Harboring an STE
(A) The GCN4 and YAP1 mRNAs are rapidly degraded through the NMD pathway in a pub1D strain. Schematic representations of the GCN4
and YAP1 mRNAs (top). mRNA decay rates of these mRNAs were determined in isogenic wild-type, pub1D, and pub1D, upf1D strains. The
RNA blots for these experiments are shown below the schematic representations.
(B) The Y-STE requires Pub1p to stabilize a heterogeneous substrate for the NMD pathway. Schematic diagram of the GCN4-PGK1 chimeric
mRNAs. Constructs 4A and 4B are identical to constructs 1C and 1B, respectively, in Figure 1C. The Y and G boxes represent the YAP1 and
GCN4 STEs, respectively. In construct 4C a control sequence from the GCN4 leader (C box) has been inserted between uORF4 and the DSE.
mRNA decay rates of these alleles were determined in isogenic wild type, pub1D, and pub1D, upf1D strains.
(C) Deletion of the PUB1 gene does not affect the stability of other wild-type transcripts. The decay rates for the endogenous PGK1, HTB1,
LEU2, and CPA1 mRNAs were measured in isogenic wild-type and pub1D strains.
(D) The Pub1p is directly involved in stabilizing STE-containing RNAs. The stability of a YAP-MS2 chimeric mRNA was determined in a strain
expressing an MS2-Pub1 fusion protein (left panel) or the MS2 protein alone (right panel).
the Pub1p, an STE-containing transcript would become from GCN4 and the DSE from the PGK1 transcript. In
construct 4C the STE was replaced by a control se-unstable. To test this possibility the stability of the YAP1
and GCN4 mRNAs were determined in isogenic wild- quence from the GCN4 leader region. The half-lives of
the corresponding mRNAs were determined in isogenictype, pub1D, and pub1D upf1D strains (Figure 4A). The
chromosomally encoded YAP1 mRNA is of extremely wild-type, pub1D, and pub1D upf1D strains. The tran-
scripts containing the Y-STE or GCN4-STE were moder-low abundance and difficult to detect by conventional
methods. We therefore expressed the YAP1 gene under ately stable in the wild-type strain but were unstable in
the pub1D strain (Figure 4B, constructs 4A and 4B).the control of the GCN4 promoter from a centromeric
plasmid. mRNA decay rates were determined by North- Destabilization was due to NMD since the GCN4 and
YAP1 mRNAs were stabilized in a pub1D upf1D strain.ern blot analysis. The half-life of the GCN4 and YAP1
mRNAs were 16 and 7 min, respectively, in the wild- The transcript carrying the control sequence was rela-
tively unstable in the wild-type strain and was not furthertype strain. However, both transcripts were destabilized
2- to 3-fold in the pub1D strain (Figure 4A). Destabiliza- destabilized in the absence of the Pub1p (Figure 4B,
construct 4C). These results indicated that Pub1p istion was specific to the NMD pathway since the GCN4
and YAP1 mRNAs were stabilized in a pub1D upf1D required for the activity of the Y-STE in preventing decay
of the mRNAs through NMD and that the Y-STE is func-strain (Figure 4A).
We also tested whether the stability of heterologous tional in heterologous transcripts.
The half-lives of the PGK1, HTB1, LEU2, and CPA1nonsense-containing mRNAs harboring STEs were af-
fected by the presence of the Pub1p using the con- mRNAs were monitored to determine whether the Pub1p
affects the turnover of mRNAs that do not contain uORFsstructs shown in Figure 4B. Construct 4A and 4B are
identical to 1C and 1B, respectively (Figure 1B), and or of transcripts containing uORFs but lacking an STE
(CPA1). The half-lives of these four mRNAs were notharbor the YAP or the GCN4 STEs between the uORF4
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affected by the PUB1 status of the cell (Figure 4C). These
data indicate that the Pub1p is required for the activity
of the STE in preventing NMD.
The Pub1p Is Directly Involved in Stabilizing
STE-Containing RNAs
We next determined whether a direct YSTE±Pub1p inter-
action is required to promote stabilization of the YAP
mRNA. To accomplish this we utilized the approach by
Coller and colleagues (Coller et al., 1998) that tethers
RNA binding proteins to a specific region within a tran-
script, assessing its function independent of its intrinsic
RNA binding activity (Coller et al., 1998). The Y-STE in
the YAP1 construct described above was replaced with
two tandem MS2 recognition sites (YAP-MS2). In addi-
tion, a plasmid expressing a chimeric protein consisting
of MS2 bacteriophage coat protein linked to yeast
Pub1p (MS2-Pub1p) was constructed. The chimeric
MS2-Pub1p is capable of binding to the MS2 sequences
in the YAP-MS2 mRNA. The half-life of the YAP-MS2
mRNA was determined in a wild-type strain express-
ing either the MS2-Pub1p or the MS2 protein alone.
The half-life of the YAP-MS2 mRNA was 5 min when the
MS2-Pub1p fusion protein was expressed, similar to the Figure 5. Phenotypic Effects of the pub1 Deletion
7 min half-life of the endogenous YAP1 mRNA. However,
(A) In vivo expression of the YAP1 gene is impaired in a pub1D
this YAP-MS2 transcript was very unstable (t1/2 , 2 min) strain. The resistance of the wild-type and the pub1D strains to the
when only the MS2 protein was expressed. These results presence of CdSO4 or H2O2 in the media was assessed by using
suggest that binding of Pub1p is sufficient to promote a spot test assay. Appropriate dilutions of the two cultures were
prepared and equal numbers of cells were spotted in YPD mediastabilization of the YAP1 mRNA and that removal of the
containing the indicated amount of the compounds.Y-STE destabilizes this mRNA.
(B) In vivo expression of the GCN4 gene is impaired in a pub1D
strain. Growth of the wild-type and the pub1D strains was tested
by streaking single colonies in media containing 50 mM 3-AT.The Expression of Genes Containing an STE
Is Impaired in a pub1D Strain
The yeast YAP1 gene encodes a transcriptional activator
and incubated for 15 days at 248C. The results demon-known to be involved in the cellular response to stress.
strated that the pub1D cells grow slower than the iso-It is a nonessential gene but loss-of-function mutations
genic wild-type cells (Figure 5B). All together, these re-result in hypersensitivity to hydrogen peroxide as well
sults suggest that Pub1p affects the expression of theas other compounds (Schnell and Entian, 1991; Kuge
YAP1 and GCN4 genes by modulating the stability ofand Jones, 1994). Overexpression of Yap1p leads to
their mRNAs.increased resistance to a variety of drugs and metals
(Hussain and Lenard, 1991; Schnell and Entian, 1991;
Kuge and Jones, 1994). Therefore, we determined the The CPA1 Transcript, which Contains a uORF,
Is Sensitive to NMDability of wild-type and pub1D strains to grow in the
presence of stress agents (Figure 5A). Resistance to Based on the results presented, we predicted that
mRNAs containing uORFs but lacking an STE shouldH2O2 and CdSO4 was analyzed by monitoring growth of
wild type and pub1D cells on media containing different be susceptible to NMD. The CPA1 gene encodes the
small subunit of the arginine pathway carbamoylphos-concentrations of each compound. The results demon-
strated that the pub1D cells were more sensitive to either phate synthetase and its expression is regulated at the
translational level (Werner et al., 1987; Delbecq et al.,H2O2 or CdSO4 than the isogenic wild-type cells (Figure
5A). The reduced ability of the pub1D cells to tolerate 1994; Wang et al., 1999). The CPA1 mRNA contains a
25-codon uORF whose product represses expressionstress agents was not due to differences in growth rate
since the wild-type and pub1D strains grew similarly in of the CPA1 gene in the presence of arginine. We deter-
mined whether the CPA1 mRNA is degraded throughthe plates lacking H2O2 and CdSO4.
We also determined whether expression of the GCN4 NMD. The half-life of the CPA1 mRNA was measured in
isogenic UPF11 and upf1D yeast strains by Northerngene was altered in a pub1D strain (Figure 5B). The
GCN4 protein is a transcriptional activator of genes in- blot analysis. The CPA1 mRNA was rapidly degraded in
a UPF11 strain with a half-life of 3 min, but stabilizedvolved in amino acid biosynthesis. Therefore, we tested
the ability of wild-type and pub1D strains to resist amino more than 6-fold in a upf1D strain (Figure 6). This result
indicated that the CPA1 mRNA is sensitive to NMD,acid starvation conditions by growing the cells on media
containing 3-aminotriazole (3-AT), an inhibitor of histi- demonstrating that this pathway can regulate the decay
rates and abundances of wild-type transcripts con-dine biosynthesis. Single colonies of wild-type or pub1D
cells were streaked on media containing 50 mM 3-AT taining uORFs.
Pub1p Is Involved in mRNA Stability
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Figure 6. The CPA1 Transcript Is Sensitive to
NMD
The mRNA decay rate of the wild-type CPA1
mRNA was determined in the isogenic RY262
(UPF11) and RY2622 (upf1D) strains (Experi-
mental Procedures). The abundances of the
mRNAs were normalized to the abundance
of the U3 snRNA. The RNA blots for these
experiments are shown below the schematic
representation of the CPA1 transcript.
Discussion include: (1) purified Pub1p binds to the Y-STE to form
a complex that has similar migration properties as the
complex formed by incubation of the Y-STE RNA in theThe overall stability of an mRNA is mainly determined
wild-type extract (Figure 3C); (2) a similar complex formsby the interplay between the activity of the stability de-
when purified Pub1p is added to an extract preparedterminants present in the mRNA and the factors with
from a pub1 strain (Figure 3D); (3) a complex fails towhich they interact. Many of the RNA binding proteins
form by incubation of the Y-STE RNA in extracts pre-that affect transcript stability were identified previously
pared from a pub1D strain (Figure 3A); (4) a Poly(U) tractas nonspecific RNA binding proteins (hnRNPs) whose
can function as an STE to prevent NMD (M. J. R. E. andinitial roles were thought to be structural rather than
S. W. P, unpublished); and (5) a chimeric MS2-Pub1regulatory. Further analysis, showed that these proteins
protein stabilizes more than 2-fold a YAP-MS2 mRNAplay pivotal roles in mRNA turnover and other processes
in which the Y-STE is replaced by an MS2 recognitioninvolving RNA biogenesis, transport, metabolism, and
sequence (Figure 4D).translation (reviewed in Burd and Dreyfuss, 1994; Wei-
The observation that the Y-STE fails to inactivate theghardt et al., 1996; Ostareck-Lederer et al., 1998). In
NMD pathway in a pub1D strain suggests that thethis report, we demonstrate that the GCN4 and YAP1
Y-STE±Pub1p interaction is critical for controlling themRNAs, which harbor uORFs, contain ªstabilizer ele-
activity of the NMD pathway (Figures 4A and 4B). Thismentsº (STEs) that block the activity of the NMD path-
effect is specific to NMD since the YAP1 mRNA is stabi-way. We identified the abundant hnRNP Pub1 as a factor
lized in a pub1D upf1D strain (Figures 4A and 4B). Athat specifically interacts with this element. This interac-
upf1D specifically inactivates the NMD pathway (Leedstion is required to prevent NMD of the STE-containing
et al., 1991, 1992; Peltz et al., 1993). Furthermore, asubstrates.
pub1D strain was shown to be hypersensitive to H2O2
and CdSO4, two compounds known to induce the stressStabilizer Elements Control the Activity
response (Figure 5A). This is consistent with a role ofof the NMD Pathway
Pub1p in controlling the in vivo expression of the Yap1p,In some cases uORFs play a regulatory role in controlling
translation rates without affecting the stability of the a transcription factor that regulates the stress response.
Pub1p also regulates the stability of the GCN4 mRNA,mRNAs (Wright et al., 1996; Ruiz-EchevarrõÂa et al., 1998;
Vilela et al., 1998). These uORF-containing mRNAs are a transcriptional activator of biosynthetic genes. This
effect results in a slow-growth phenotype of the pub1Dinsensitive to NMD due to the presence of specific se-
quences that inactivate this pathway. For example, the cells in plates containing 3-AT, an inhibitor of the histi-
dine biosynthesis (Figure 5B). The significance of theseGCN4 mRNA harbors four uORFs and does not decay
through NMD because it contains a stabilizer element results is that they suggest that Pub1p can modulate in
vivo the activity of the NMD pathway.(GCN4-STE) that inactivates the NMD pathway (Ruiz-
EchevarrõÂa et al., 1998). Here we described the identifica-
tion and characterization of an STE in the 59 untranslated The Pub1p Is a Member of a Family of Proteins
region of the YAP1 mRNA (Y-STE). The Y-STE is also that Interact with RNA
found just upstream of the YAP1 coding region and The Pub1p is very abundant and constitutes one of the
renders the mRNA resistant to NMD (Figures 1, 4A, and major cellular polyadenylated RNA binding proteins (An-
4B). Previous studies have identified an element in the derson et al., 1993; Matunis et al., 1993). However, no
PGK1 coding region that also inactivates NMD (Peltz et specific role in RNA metabolism has been previously
al., 1993). This stabilizer element is located in the protein shown for this protein. The Pub1p belongs to a large
coding region and must be translated to be functional. family of RNA binding proteins that share conserved
Therefore, it is functionally different to the GCN4 and RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) present in many RNA
YAP1 STEs. binding proteins, including hnRNPs, snRNPs, and cyto-
plasmic RNA binding proteins (reviewed in Burd and
Dreyfuss, 1994). Pub1p contains three RRMs, a con-Interaction of the Pub1p with the Y-STE Inactivates
the NMD Pathway and Is Necessary for the Cellular served methionine- and asparagine-rich domain be-
tween RRMs 2 and 3 and a glutamine-rich domain atResponse to Stress Conditions
Several lines of evidence have shown that the Pub1p the C terminus (Anderson et al., 1993; Matunis et al.,
1993).is the major component of the Y-STE complex. These
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Figure 7. Model to Explain How the Y-STE Prevents NMD
Pausing of the ribosome at a termination codon promotes the assembly of the release factors and the surveillance complex (SC). Following
termination, the SC scans 39 of the termination codon. (A) If a DSE is 39 of a termination codon, the SC recognizes and interacts with the DSE
and/or its associated factors. This interaction promotes an RNP structure that renders the RNA susceptible to decapping. (B) If an STE is 39
of a termination codon, formation of the STE-Pub1p complex prevents rapid decapping of the RNA (see text for details).
Mammalian homologs of Pub1p have been shown to How Does the STE Affect the NMD Pathway?
We have proposed that the initial event of the NMDplay important roles in cell differentiation and prolifera-
pathway occurs when the ribosome is paused at a non-tion (Matunis et al., 1993; Antick and Keene, 1997; Fan
sense codon (Czaplinski et al., 1999). This pause pro-and Steitz, 1998; Peng et al., 1998). These factors func-
motes assembly of a surveillance complex consistingtion by binding with high affinity to mRNAs containing
of the release factors, the Upfps, and associated factorsAU- or U-rich sequences in their 39-UTRs and affecting
(Figure 7). Once termination is completed, the surveil-mRNA stability and/or translation (Antick and Keene,
lance complex monitors the factors bound 39 of the1997; Fan and Steitz, 1998; Peng et al., 1998). Similarly,
termination codon. A termination event is recognizedthe results presented here indicate that the Pub1p func-
as aberrant if the surveillance complex interacts withtions in modulating NMD by binding to an AU-rich se-
factors bound to the DSE that would not normally bequence in the untranslated region of the YAP1 mRNA.
present. This interaction leads to formation of an RNP
complex that is a substrate for rapid decapping by the
The Abundance of Transcripts Containing uORFs Dcp1p. We suggest that the presence of the STE bound
Can Be Controlled by the NMD Pathway to Pub1p 39 of a termination codon somehow signals
The results presented here indicated that the stability that the termination event is not premature and therefore
of wild type uORF-containing mRNAs can be controlled the transcript is not rapidly decapped.
by the NMD pathway. Mutations that inactivate the NMD There are several ways in which the YSTE-Pub1p com-
pathway led to a 6-fold increase in the half-life of the plex can modulate the activity of the surveillance com-
CPA1 mRNA (Figure 6). This mRNA harbors a uORF plex so that the mRNA is not recognized as aberrant. The
whose translation is essential for arginine-specific regu- YSTE-Pub1p complex could: (1) prevent the surveillance
lation of its expression (Werner et al., 1987; Delbecq et complex from searching for a DSE and associated fac-
al., 1994; Wang et al., 1999). Our results suggest that tors, (2) promote dissociation of the surveillance com-
translation of the uORF triggers NMD. Therefore, a single plex from the mRNA, or (3) modify the surveillance com-
cis-acting element provides two types of control: it (1) plex so that it can not recognize the DSE-protein
maintains low levels of the CPA1 mRNA and (2) reduces complex (Figure 7). Since the Pub1p-YSTE complex
translation in the presence of a high concentration of does not prevent translation reinitiation (data not shown)
arginine. These results are consistent with the view that and therefore the transit of ribosomal subunits, we con-
NMD can also play a regulatory role in controlling the sider the first possibility unlikely. Considering the other
abundance of wild-type mRNAs. It was shown that wild- scenarios, it is possible that Pub1p modifies one of the
type transcripts undergoing leaky scanning can be de- Upfps or associated factors. Recently, we have identi-
graded by the NMD pathway (Welch and Jacobson, fied the Hrp1p as a factor that specifically binds to the
1999). In this case, the initiator AUG is inefficiently recog- DSE and is required for the activity of the NMD pathway.
nized and translation starts at downstream AUGs re- The Hrp1p has also been shown to interact with the
sulting in premature translation termination. In addition, Upf1p (GonzaÂ lez et al., 2000). Based on these observa-
using high-density oligonucleotide arrays, the abun- tions, it would be interesting to determine whether
dance of a large number of mRNAs was shown to be Pub1p can directly interact with the Upf1p or Hrp1p,
altered in strains that are inactive for the NMD pathway perhaps inactivating the NMD pathway.
(Lelivelt and Culbertson, 1999). The reasons for the al- The results demonstrating that the YAP1 mRNA, as
the GCN4 mRNA, contains an STE are consistent withtered abundance have not been investigated.
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(5 mg/ml) was added and reactions incubated for an additional 10our previous findings demonstrating that mRNAs con-
min. The reactions were then exposed to UV light using a Stratalinkertaining uORF have evolved a mechanism to inactivate
UV apparatus and when needed, they were subsequently treatedNMD. These results indicate a general theme in which
with an RNase mixture (1 ml) containing 1U of RNase T1 and 10 mg
naturally occurring transcripts with uORFs contain of RNase A per ml and/or proteinase K (100 mg/ml) and incubated
STEs, and that the Pub1p may be an important general at 268C for an additional 10 min. Electrophoresis was carried out
on a 4% nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel. For the experimentsfactor that ensures stability of these transcripts.
described in Figure 2B, the samples were boiled for 5 min in SDS
sample buffer and subjected to electrophoresis in an 8% SDS poly-Experimental Procedures
acrylamide gel. For gel shift studies in which purified protein was
used, the UV-crosslinking step was omitted.Yeast Strains, Growth Conditions, and Extract Preparation
For competition assays, different concentrations of the unlabeledThe yeast strains used in this study were: RY2621 (MATa his4-519
RNA competitors were mixed with 32P-labeled probe prior to theura3-52 rpb1-1; Nonet et al., 1987) and RY2622 (MATa his4-519
addition of the yeast extracts.ura3-52 upf1::hisG rpb1-1; Peltz et al., 1993). Y468 (MATa his4-519
ura3-52 rpb1-1 pub1::URA3!ura2) and Y469 (MATa his42 519 ura3-
52 upf1::hisG rpb1-1 pub1::URA3!ura2) derived from RY262 and Plasmid Constructions
RY2622 by inactivation of the PUB1 gene. YJA501 (MATa/MATa Except as otherwise indicated, all plasmid constructions described
leu2D2/leu2D2 ura3-52/ura3-52; Anderson et al., 1993) and JYA504 below contain a 185 bp DNA fragment derived from the GCN4 gene
(MATa/MATa leu2D2/leu2D2 ura3-52/ura3-52 pub1D2::LEU2/ that contains the signals required for transcription initiation. In addi-
pub1D1::URA3; Anderson et al., 1993). MJ501 (MATa leu2D2 ura3- tion, they harbor the 39-UTR of the PGK1 gene containing the tran-
52) and MJ503 (MATa leu2D2 ura3-52 pub1D2::LEU2) were obtained scription termination and polyadenylation signals. In Figure 1C,
by sporulation of YJA501 and JYA504. PRNP1.3 (Anderson et al., construct 1A (4170) and 1B (4158) are as previously described (Ruiz-
1993) was used to knock out the PUB1 gene. Genetic manipulations EchevarrõÂa et al., 1998, Figure 5 constructs 5A and 5C, respectively).
were performed using the standard procedures (Guthrie and Fink, Construct 1C (4775) was prepared by inserting the sequences corre-
1991). Solid media containing 3-aminotriazole was prepared as de- sponding to the Y-STE in front of the DSE in construct 1A. The YAP1
scribed in Dever, 1997. Cells harboring the rpb1-1 allele were grown construct described in Figure 4A was prepared by inserting a PCR
at 248C. Preparation of cytoplasmic S30 extracts was essentially as product harboring the YAP1 coding region between the GCN4 se-
described previously (Tarun and Sachs, 1995). quences containing the promoter and the leader region up to nucleo-
tide 1211 and the PGK1 39-UTR. In Figure 4B, construct 4A and 4B
are identical to construct 1C and 1B, respectively, in Figure 1C.Drug Resistance
Construct 4C (4839) was prepared by inserting a fragment con-To determine the resistance of the yeast strains to CdSO4 and H2O2,
taining the GCN4 leader sequences from nt 1326 to 1393 in frontstrains were grown at 248C in YPD media to early or late log phase.
of the DSE in construct 1A. In Figure 4D, the YAP-MS2 constructEqual numbers of cells from the different cultures were spotted in
was prepared by annealing two oligonucleotides spanning two tan-YPD media containing the indicated amount of toxic compounds
dem MS2 recognition sites and inserting them in place of the Y-STEand grown at 248C.
in the YAP construct shown in Figure 4A. The construct expressing
the MS2-Pub1p was prepared by replacing the PAB1 coding se-mRNA Decay Measurements, RNA Preparation, and Analysis
quence in plasmid pA-MPII (Coller et al., 1998) for the PUB1 codingmRNA decay rates of alleles transformed into strains harboring
sequence. The pET-MS2 plasmid expressing the MS2 protein wasthe temperature-sensitive allele of the RNA polymerase II (rpb1-1;
provided by Dr. M. Wickens. Plasmid 4781 used for in vitro transcrip-RY2621, RY2622, Y468, and Y469) were determined by Northern
tion of the Y-STE RNA was prepared by cloning the Y-STE se-analyses as described previously (Peltz et al., 1993) using the appro-
quences in the SmaI and XbaI sites of the pGEM-3 vector (Promega).priate [a-32PO4]dCTP-labeled fragments as probes. The experiments
The GST-PUB expression vector used to express GST-Pub1p waswere quantitated using a BioRad model G-250 Molecular Imager.
provided by Dr. M. Swanson.The mRNA abundances were normalized using the U3 RNA.
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